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Ok. My app is being built by MVC. I'm trying to achieve an install where only a few of the
databases have to be created at install. Thats what my nvdbk.sql was trying to do, but it failed
due to not being able to connect to sql server. I'm still on the planning stages of this app so I don't
want to write my own solution. Thanks for your help. What do you mean by mssql.mdf can not be
opened? If you have a backup of the existing database and the filetype is a mdf then you should
be able to restore it to a higher version than your application is using with no problem. You will
always need to use a lower version than the file you are attempting to open. what do you mean
by mssql.mdf can not be opened? If you have a backup of the existing database and the filetype is
a mdf then you should be able to restore it to a higher version than your application is using with
no problem. You will always need to use a lower version than the file you are attempting to open.
It worked for me. I am now using a SQL 2008 RTM instance on my local machine. MSSQL.MDB file
is being created on the fly and is being attached to the new SQL Server instance. All SPs are being
restored on the fly while deploying. My advice, download is SQL Express 2008 R2 and installed on
your system, this version database is very convenient. If you install it, you will have all the apps
on your laptop to connect to database I was faced with the same error and couldn't find a solution
on the web. I have SQL Express 2008 installed on my computer as an "instant run tool" that you
can connect your programs to. I found the issue. My "local database name" and "server name"
have the same name. When you install SQL Express it gives you a "server name" that you have to
use and I changed it to something else that I wasn't aware of. Luckily, I caught it before I deployed
my app. There is no way to change the name and I'm not sure how to change the name to
something more user friendly and not name collision.
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as the mdf file has the version stamping for version 110 (that of 2012) it has a second, invisible
mark that tells the older sql server that a certain version requirement is not met. to confuse users

even more the it says something like the database filoe has the version 792 and the current
server version is 702. so after ms has the product name sql server 2012 and an internal version
number 11.0. i have a situation where my database that was originally created in sql 2008 and

then upgraded to 2012 only can be attached and restored to sql 2014. this is because the
database file format version between sql 2008 and sql 2014 is different and that is a 2.8 bug as i
call it. so that is a problem i have. i have a scenario where i have sql server 2008 r2 and i need to
move the db to sql server 2014. i’m able to do the convertion and migrate from sql server 2008 r2

to sql server 2014, but when it comes to restore the database, i’m getting below error. i need a
script to migrate data from my production server to a dev server. i am using sql server

management studio. i need to migrate db from my production server to a dev server. i have used
the following command but it’s not working. when the installation is completed, the app pool will
be restarted. in my case this was not required, but it's always worth a try. after the restart, you

can check to make sure the service is running and is accepting requests (by going to: or if you're
on the server itself, ip address (192.168.1.11) / mssql). when you install from source it will create
an example database called demo. this is all well and good, but i'd rather have my own name for
my databases. i started by deleting the demo database and the demo schema (which contains a

bunch of t-sql and sps that i don't want to spend time building again), and then i renamed my
database and schema to be demo. then i dropped the demo tables into my new database, and

renamed the tables to match the database. (i use ssis for this kind of thing). 5ec8ef588b
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